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Imagine a weapon that creates sound that only you can hear. Science fiction? No, this is one
area that has a very solid basis in reality. The Air Force has experimented with microwaves
that create sounds in people’s head (which they’ve called a possible psychological warfare
tool), and American Technologies can "beam" sounds to specific targets with their patented
HyperSound (and yes, I’ve heard/seen them demonstrate the speakers, and they are
shockingly effective).

Now the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is jumping on
the bandwagon with their new "Sonic Projector" program:
The goal of the Sonic Projector program is to provide Special Forces with a method of
surreptitious audio communication at distances over 1 km. Sonic Projector technology is
based on the non-linear interaction of sound in air translating an ultrasonic signal into
audible sound. The Sonic Projector will be designed to be a man-deployable system, using
high power acoustic transducer technology and signal processing algorithms which result
in no, or unintelligible, sound everywhere but at the intended target. The Sonic Projector
system could be used to conceal communications for special operations forces and hostage
rescue missions, and to disrupt enemy activities.
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Here’s the question of the day: if the military were to beam voices into somebody’s head, what
would they say?
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I am a civilian living in Miami Fl and for the past 13yrs I have been targeted by this
weapon, I am an ordinary civilian with no political ties nor am I in any way a treat to
national security. but government agencies (I suspect the CIA) have been tormenting
me physically and psychotically by experimenting on me against my will with this
technology, they have effectively destroyed my life over the years, I am now
unemployed and my health and sanity have suffered through this ordeal, I have done
research and found that these heinous experiments have been done to countless
innocent civilians throughout the nation simply to test the limits of their technology.
Make no mistake this
Technology is anything but non-lethal, I have been shocked experienced burning
sensations on my skin. been woken out of my sleep had people scream and make
threats to all throughout the day everyday without end for 13yrs. The constant stress,
sleep deprivation, and mental anguish that I have been subjected to is nothing less
than a crime, this so called audio gun is being groomed for civilian control if they can
cause you stress or pain then they will easily control your behavior, keep you from
protesting for your rights, influence your judgment, how you vote, how you think, the
military downplays this as just something that being used overseas but what’s to stop
them from using it on the American people, they already install cameras on every
corner and law enforcement is being supplied with drones.. this is how our freedom
dies, read more about my experience https://governmentmindtorture.... and google mk
-ultra or microwave weapon victims
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"if the military were to beam voices into somebody’s head, what would they say?"
Probably send David Bowie songs plugging their walkmen into the Sonic Projectors.
Personally, I'd like a stereo version to do away with headphones and cable salad.
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